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Aneo optimizes its license portfolio with Crayon, 
a Microsoft partner specialized in Software Asset 
Management

Aneo, an organization and technology consulting firm, took advantage 
of a license inventory mission to optimize its license management 
policy. With close to 200 employees in the field and software needs 
that change with each assignment, the company sought reassurance on 
its compliance policy, despite its diligent Software Asset Management 
policy. Conducted by Crayon (Microsoft partner), a Software Asset 
Management (SAM) expert that takes a constructive and educational 
approach, the SAM review allowed the company to better understand 
the subtleties of certain contracts and to optimize its license control 
strategy.

An organization and technology consulting 
firm, Aneo employs 200 people, including 
170 consultants who spend a lot of time in the 
field, either traveling or on client locations 
for more or less long assignments. The 
company uses fairly standard software such 
as Office 365 (Word, Excel, PowerPoint and 
Outlook), Visual Studio for development, and 
Microsoft Project for project management. In 
itself, the software portfolio is relatively simple, 
with few upgrades. But when Aneo received a 
letter from Microsoft informing it that an auditing 
firm would be reviewing its license compliance, 
the company was somewhat surprised.

Compliance is not always 
easy to verify

In fact, Aneo had already worked hard to optimize 
its license management, subscribing to Office 365 
to simplify the process. But the consulting firm 
is also aware of the difficulties in managing 
software assets, no matter how standard they 
are, when you work with employees who travel 
often and change from project to project. "All our 
consultants have at least an Office 365 E1 pack 
in order to have Outlook, no matter where they 
are, says Eric Ducasse, Aneo’s CIO. For long-term 
assignments, this kind of license is sufficient, since 
the other tools are our clients' responsibility. But 
things are far from being so simple: depending 
on the assignment, a consultant may require 
a Visual Studio license or an Office 365 E3 
pack for a period that is not necessarily clearly 

determined. When the assignment is over, the 
software must be decommissioned, uninstalled, 
entered in the books, etc. The issue is not 
especially complex, it just requires organization 
and time that we don't always have." 

Rather than undergoing a classical 
compliance review, with Microsoft's approval, 
Aneo opted for a constructive approach 
based on a SAM compliance analysis and 
maturity assessment conducted by Crayon, 
a Software Asset Management expert. 

Approximately 30% of our customers engage in 
an optimization mechanism for their Software 
Asset Management each year, says Kristell 
Krompholtz, manager of Microsoft France's 
Software Asset Management partners. They are 
selected with a view to educating and coaching 
them in the implementation of an efficient 
license management policy. That's why we've 
established this partnership with Crayon, to offer 
our customers an educational approach to SAM."

A constructive SAM service 
performed by experts

An Aneo partner as well, Crayon had already 
been managing the consulting firm's contracts 
for several years. For Mathieu Bourreau, General 
Manager of Crayon France, Aneo's problem is 
the same as any company that has to manage 
roaming employees: "Even for a small company 
with just a few employees, and regardless of the 
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size and complexity of its software portfolio, it's 
not always easy to know what type of license is 
best suited for roaming workers. Especially in the 
case of Aneo, where consultants regularly deploy 
development platforms on client locations."

Crayon performed its mission in several stages. 
First, the SAM expert conducted an inventory 
of all software purchased and deployed in order 
to identify discrepancies. They were mainly due 
to software installed for an assignment and not 
uninstalled once the project was completed. 
"Aside from the server licenses, which are 
managed by an IT administrator, we didn't have 
a centralized policy, says Eric Ducasse.  Each 
consultant is the administrator of their own 
workstation, which means that each PC should 
be checked and the bookkeeping constantly 
updated. No easy task when your employees 
are scattered across multiple client locations."

An optimized reference system 
to start off on a sound basis

The license inventory also found version 
discrepancies, mostly due to an incorrect 
interpretation of certain subtleties in the 
contract, especially for virtual machines 
authorized by a physical server license. 

Second, Crayon helped Aneo deal with the version 
discrepancies by providing advice designed to best 
meet Microsoft's licensing policy. Some Office 365 
pack E1 licenses were converted into E3 packs, 

the number of virtual machines was adjusted 
to meet the clauses stipulated in the contract, 
and software forgotten on employee computers 
was uninstalled. Lastly, on completion of their 
assignment Crayon produced a summary report 
containing the non-compliance items as well as 
recommendations and advice to improve usages. 

"The advantage of Crayon's approach, which 
is approved by Microsoft, is that it is neither 
intrusive nor arbitrary, the Aneo’s CIO points 
out. It's a real coaching operation carried out 
in a relaxed atmosphere, without pressure, 
where each party seeks the best solution to solve 
each problem. We thought we had done the 
right thing, but with Crayon's assignment we 
realized that the typology of the contracts and 
licenses is not always easy to understand." 

Since this SAM service, Aneo has bolstered  
certain approaches to avoid taking risks with  
the compliance of its application assets.  
The company now manages its server licenses 
more stringently, and it requires that its employees 
return each computer after an assignment to  
verify that the software is uninstalled.  
"We follow an empirical method because we 
don't have the time or resources to do better. 
But with Crayon's work, we became aware of the 
importance of Software Asset Management and 
we better understand the finer points of certain 
contracts. Today, we set off on sound footing, 
with a clean reference system that we plan to 
keep that way", concludes Eric Ducasse n

 ● Improved understanding of Microsoft's licensing policy
 ● Grasping the subtleties regarding employee mobility
 ● Peace of mind concerning software asset compliance
 ● Optimized practices and usages

Benefits

"Thanks to Crayon's 
educational approach, 
we are setting off on 
sound footing, with a 
better understanding of 
Microsoft's licensing policy, 
which we will exploit to 
optimize management  
of our software assets." 
Eric Ducasse, CIO

Partner

Founded in 2002, Crayon is a provider of services dedicated to software and licenses 
designed to help companies plan and manage license costs and compliance. The company 
comprises 150 Software Asset Management (SAM) consultants, probably the largest team 
in Europe. In 2013 it received the Microsoft "World Wide SAM Partner" award.
www.crayon.com


